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Abstract. MERTK encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase that regulates immune homeostasis via phagocytosis of apoptotic cells
and cytokine-mediated immunosuppression. MERTK is highly expressed in the central nervous system (CNS), specifically
in myeloid derived innate immune cells and its dysregulation is implicated in CNS pathologies including the autoimmune
disease multiple sclerosis (MS). While the cell types and tissues that express MERTK have been well described, the genetic
elements that define the gene’s promoter and regulate specific transcription domains remain unknown. Here, we have cloned
and characterised the 5’ upstream region of MERTK and identified both proximal and distal-acting DNA elements that
drive gene transcription. The strongest promoter activity was identified in an ∼850 bp region situated 3 kb upstream of
the MERTK transcription start site. Serial deletions of this putative enhancer revealed that the entire region is essential
for expression activity. Using in silico analysis, we identified several candidate transcription factor binding sites. Despite
a well-established upregulation of MERTK in response to anti-inflammatory glucocorticoids, no DNA region within the
5 kb putative promoter was found to directly respond to dexamethasone treatment. Elucidating the genetic mechanisms that
regulate MERTK expression gives insights into gene regulation during homeostasis and disease, providing potential targets
for therapeutic modulation of MERTK transcription.
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INTRODUCTION26

MERTK (chr2 : 2q14.1) encodes a member of the27

TAM (TYRO3, AXL, MERTK) family of structurally28

and functionally related receptor tyrosine kinases29

that are broadly expressed in nervous, vascular30

and reproductive tissues [1–5]. Binding of the lig-31
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ands growth-arrest-specific 6 (GAS6) or Protein S 32

(PROS1) to MERTK initiates signaling and activation 33

of a myriad of downstream pathways that modulate 34

tissue repair, inflammation, cell survival and cell pro- 35

liferation in many physiological systems [6–9]. This 36

is primarily achieved via apoptotic cell engulfment, 37

as well as interferon 1 and toll-like receptor (TLR) 38

signaling [10–14]. 39

Loss of MERTK signaling is linked to the develop- 40

ment of autoimmunity, delayed apoptotic clearance 41

and chronic inflammation with its disruption strongly 42
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implicated in the development of autoimmune and43

neurodegenerative diseases such as systemic lupus44

erythematosus (SLE), retinitis pigmentosa and MS45

[10, 13, 15–21]. Recently characterised polymor-46

phisms within the gene have established MERTK as47

a novel risk locus for MS susceptibility [22, 23].48

While loss or reduction of signaling is generally49

pathogenic, hyopomorphic variation of MERTK has50

been observed to be protective in macrophage driven51

pathology of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, further52

highlighting the complexity of MERTK expression53

and physiological function in different cellular con-54

texts [24]. Conversely, overexpression of MERTK55

is associated with human cancers via potentiation56

of cellular proliferation, migration, invasion and57

survival [25–27]. The MERTK receptor can also58

be hijacked by enveloped viruses, whereby ectopic59

expression or overexpression of MERTK promotes60

viral entry and subsequent infection [28]. Therefore,61

the physiological maintenance of homeostasis medi-62

ated by MERTK is complex and dependent upon63

appropriate regulation of temporal and spatial expres-64

sion profiles in specific tissues and cell types.65

MERTK expression is enriched in CNS tissue,66

specifically in resident innate immune cells where67

it regulates several intersecting functions to support68

CNS plasticity and homeostasis. During develop-69

ment, MERTK expressing microglia and astrocytes70

actively participate in efferocytosis of immature71

neurons, synapses and myelin debris, helping to72

refine neuronal and synaptic architecture [18, 29,73

30]. In response to inflammatory and pathogenic74

stimuli, MERTK expressing microglia, monocyte75

derived macrophages and dendritic cells phago-76

cytose apoptotic cells and debris while releasing77

anti-inflammatory cytokines to promote tissue repair78

[10, 11, 31–33]. MERTK signaling in these cells has79

been shown to be essential for these functions and80

regulation of developmental and pathological CNS81

processes.82

Despite the central importance of appropriate83

MERTK expression to the function of multiple cells84

in complex systems, transcriptional regulation of85

MERTK expression is not well understood [34]. To86

date, only one study has characterised the 5’ upstream87

promoter region of the MERTK gene and then only in88

the context of sertoli cells in mice [35]. In conjunction89

with upstream enhancer/suppressor elements, core90

gene promoters specify temporal and spatial gene91

expression patterns. Defining the promoter of human92

MERTK therefore presents a novel opportunity to fur-93

ther elucidate the genetic determinants of MERTK94

expression and the consequences of its regulation on 95

cell function and CNS homeostasis. 96

A strong role in immune signaling and patho- 97

logical outcomes makes MERTK an appealing drug 98

target. Understanding the environmental and genetic 99

factors that modulate MERTK expression would pro- 100

vide invaluable insight in realising this therapeutic 101

potential. Glucocorticoids (GCs) represent one of 102

the most effective clinical treatments for inflam- 103

matory disorders, enhancing the phagocytic and 104

anti-inflammatory capacity of macrophages [36, 37]. 105

The synthetic glucocorticoid dexamethasone upregu- 106

lates MERTK expression in human monocyte derived 107

macrophages and promotes clearance of apoptotic 108

cells [15, 16, 38]. No studies have elucidated a spe- 109

cific mechanism (direct or indirect) of GC mediated 110

upregulation of MERTK. GCs regulate transcription 111

via the binding of a glucocorticoid receptor (GR) 112

to highly conserved glucocorticoid receptor (GRE) 113

elements in gene promoters [39, 40]. We posited 114

that the MERTK promoter would contain cis-binding 115

elements (GREs) that mediate its GC-induced upreg- 116

ulation. 117

In this study we have characterised the DNA 118

elements that constitute the MERTK promoter and 119

identified key regions that regulate gene transcrip- 120

tion. To do this, we cloned and assayed a 5 kb 121

region upstream of the MERTK transcription start 122

site (TSS). Luciferase reporter assays in HEK293T 123

cells identified minimal sequences in proximal and 124

distal regions of the promoter capable of promoting 125

gene expression. In silico analysis of these regions 126

identified putative binding sites for both general and 127

tissue specific transcription factors that may modulate 128

gene expression, including the master myeloid factor 129

CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein Beta (C/EBP�). 130

We observed no further induction of reporter expres- 131

sion for any of the MERTK constructs following 132

exposure to dexamethasone, suggesting that this pro- 133

moter region does not contain cis-acting GREs that 134

promote MERTK responsiveness to GC treatment. 135

Overall, this work contributes to a holistic under- 136

standing of the transcriptional regulation of MERTK 137

and its function in health and disease. 138

METHODS 139

Ethics statement 140

The DNA used in this study was sourced from a 141

blood sample of a single healthy individual that was 142

recruited based on previous genotyping and approved 143
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Table 1
Primers for PCR amplification of human MERTK promoter region

MERTK promoter Primer sequence Length of Position (GRCh37/hg19) Ta

clone Amplicon (bp)

MERTK-1 Fwd GCAGGCCTGAAATTAGCTTG 1329 chr2 : 112651005-112652333 63.4◦C
Rev ACGTAGGGACCCCTGAGTCT

MERTK-2 Fwd TTTTCTTACGGGCACCATTC 1129 chr2 : 112652086-112653214 63.4◦C
Rev AGGGAAGATTACCCCCACTG

MERTK-3 Fwd CTGAAAGGGGTAGGGGACAG 859 chr2 : 112652959-112653817 67.0◦C
Rev GCCTTGGAGTAGCTGGAAGT

MERTK-4 Fwd GCTAAATTTTGGCATTTGCAG 988 chr2 : 112653557-112654544 67.0◦C
Rev AAATCACAGGGCAGTCCAAC

MERTK-5 Fwd TGACTTGGAGGAGAGCCAAC 913 chr2 : 112654304-112655216 67.0◦C
Rev AGCCAAATCATGTCCCTCTC

MERTK-6 Fwd AGCCAAATCTACGGGAAGTG 910 chr2 : 112654995-112655904 69.6◦C
Rev GAGCCGGAAAGAGAAGTGAA

MERTK-7 Fwd CGTTCATCTCCCTCCTTGAG 1285 chr2 : 112655455-112656739 62.0◦C
Rev TCCCAGACCAGACCTGCTAC

by the Melbourne Health Human Research Ethics144

committee (Project number: 2013.111) as a part of145

an ANZgene MS study [23]. The Research Ethics146

Committee which provided approval for this research147

are guided by national standards as outlined in the148

National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human149

Research (https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines-150

publications/e72) issued by the National Health151

and Medical Research Council (Australia). The152

individual provided written consent for the use and153

storage of DNA samples.154

Cloning of the 5’ upstream nucleotide region of155

MERTK156

Seven overlapping fragments (each approximately157

1 kb in size) that spanned a 5.735 kb region158

(chr2 : 112,651,004-112,656,738) from –5187 bp to159

+548 bp of the MERTK transcription start site were160

cloned using healthy control human DNA (see above)161

as a template. Primer pairs were designed using162

UCSC genome browser with the human reference163

genome (GRCh37/hg19) and were sourced from164

Integrated DNA technologies (Coralville, IA, USA)165

(Table 1). PCR reactions were carried out using 2166

U recombinant Taq DNA polymerase recombinant167

(5 U/�l) (Invitrogen, CA, USA), 1× PCR reaction168

buffer (Invitrogen), 2 mM dNTPs, 1.5 mM MgCl2,169

0.5 �M forward and reverse primers and 100 ng of170

human DNA. PCR cycling conditions were as fol-171

lows: 1 cycle of 95◦C for 3 minutes; 35 cycles of172

95◦C for 30 seconds, annealing temperature (Indi-173

vidual Ta for each amplicon outlined in Table 1) for174

30 seconds, 72◦C for 2 minutes; followed by 1 cycle175

of 72◦C for 10 minutes.176

Table 2
Primers for mutagenesis of MERTK-3

MERTK Primer sequence Ta

promoter
clone

MERTK3- Fwd TTCCCTAGCCCTTAGATG 61◦C
�S1 Rev GGTACCTATCGATAGAGAAATG

MERTK3- Fwd GGTCCGGGTTGTTTTTG 59◦C
�S2 Rev CATTGTGGTCACAATCTATC

MERTK3- Fwd CACTTCTATCTTCAAGAGGTTG 61◦C
�S3 Rev ACTTACCTGGAACCCATTC

MERTK3- Fwd CTCGAGATCTGCGATCTAAG 61◦C
�S4 Rev CTAAACTGTGAGATGTCAGC

PCR amplicons and pGL3 enhancer vector 177

(Promega, USA) were digested with appropriate 178

restriction enzymes (NEB, USA) in 10× NEB 179

cutsmart buffer (NEB). Each PCR amplicon (50 ng) 180

was ligated into the reporter vector (50 ng) using 400 181

Units T4 DNA ligase (400 U/�l) (NEB). Plasmids 182

were sequenced using Sanger sequencing (AGRF, 183

VIC, AUS) to validate DNA sequence of cloned 184

amplicons within pGL3 enhancer vector. 185

Site directed mutagenesis of MERTK-3 186

The Q5 Site-directed mutagenesis kit (NEB, USA) 187

was used to generate 4 serial deletions (∼250 bp) of 188

the MERTK-3 pGL3 construct. Primer pairs were 189

designed using NEB Base changer (Table 2). PCR 190

reaction cycling conditions were as follows: 1 cycle 191

of 98◦C for 30 seconds; 25 cycles of 98◦C for 10 sec- 192

onds, annealing temperature (Individual Ta for each 193

primer pair outlined in Table 2) for 30 seconds, 72◦C 194

for 6 minutes and 1 cycle of 72◦C for 12 minutes 195

using 25 ng of MERTK-3 pGL3 vector as a tem- 196
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plate. Correct deletions were confirmed using Sanger197

sequencing (AGRF, VIC, AUS).198

Cell culture of HEK293T cells199

HEK293T cells were cultured in DMEM with200

4 mM Glutamine, 10% FCS, 100�g/ml penicillin201

streptomycin in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks and202

incubated at 37◦C/5% CO2. Cells were passaged203

every 3–4 days upon reaching confluency. Cells were204

treated with 0.25% trypsin for 5 minutes, pelleted by205

centrifugation at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes and subcul-206

tured (at a ratio of 1 : 8) in 10 ml media.207

Lipofectamine LTX transfection of HEK293T208

cells209

HEK293T cells were passaged as previously210

described and plated in a 24 well Nunclon delta sur-211

face plate at a density of 2 × 105 cells in 500 �l212

media (as described above). Cells were incubated213

at 37◦C/5% CO2 for 2 hours prior to transfection.214

Transfection reactions (one per well) were prepared215

as follows: 500 ng of pGL3 reporter plasmid (or an216

equimolar equivalent of a MERTK sequence contain-217

ing plasmid) was added to 100 �l of OPTI-MEM218

(1×) reduced serum medium. To control for vari-219

able levels of transfection between reactions, cells220

were co-transfected with 5 ng (1 : 100) of a pRL-221

TK Renilla luciferase control vector (Promega) and222

mixtures were incubated for 15 minutes at room223

temperature. Following incubation, 2 �l of Lipofec-224

tamine LTX reagent (Invitrogen, CA) was added and225

mixtures were incubated at room temperature for a226

further 25 minutes. Mixtures were added to each227

well and cell lysates were harvested after 48 hours228

using the Promega Dual-Luciferase reporter 1000229

assay system (Promega, USA) in accordance with230

manufacturer’s instructions. Quantification of fire-231

fly and renilla luciferase activity was measured with232

a POLARstar OMEGA microplate reader equipped233

with two injectors (BMG Labtech, Germany) in234

accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.235

Statistical analysis236

Relative luminescence was quantified as a ratio of237

firefly luciferase activity to the co-transfected renilla238

control. Data are expressed as means with error bars239

indicating standard error of mean (SEM) or standard240

deviation (SD). Results are displayed as a represen-241

tative graph from the minimum of 3 independent242

experiments unless noted otherwise. Paired ratio t- 243

tests and one-way ANOVA analyses with appropriate 244

post hoc comparisons were used to identify statisti- 245

cally significant results. 246

Assessment of glucocorticoid responsiveness 247

To assess promoter constructs for GC response, 248

transfections were completed as above except for the 249

following: HEK293T cells were cultured in 2% FCS 250

media and transfected with 300 ng pGL3 reporter 251

plasmid, MERTK pGL3 construct or pGRE-Luc cis 252

reporter plasmid (Agilent, CA, USA), 30 ng of human 253

NR3C1 cDNA vector (pCMV6-XL5) (OriGene, MD, 254

USA) and 3 ng of pRL-TK renilla. Cells were treated 255

with 100 nM dexamethasone (Sigma, CA, USA) 24 256

hours prior to collection. Data collection and analysis 257

was completed as described above. 258

Bioinformatics analysis of 5’ flanking region of 259

MERTK/AXL 260

In silico analyses of the MERTK and AXL 5’ 261

regulatory regions were undertaken using UCSC 262

genome browser with the human reference genome 263

(GRCh37/hg19 in humans, GRCm38/mm10 in 264

mice). Reported transcription factor binding sites 265

were obtained from ENCODE ChIP database [41]. 266

TRANSFAC (http://genexplain.com/transfac/) and 267

JASPAR (http://jaspar.genereg.net/) predictive soft- 268

ware were used to characterise binding sites within 269

regions of interest [42, 43]. The EMBOSS nee- 270

dle bioinformatics tool (EMBL-EBI, Cambridge, 271

UK, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/) was used for pairwise 272

sequence alignments [44]. 273

RESULTS 274

Identification of proximal and distal promoter 275

regions 5’ of the MERTK TSS 276

The MERTK gene is located on chromosome 2, 277

encoded by 19 canonical exons (plus a recently iden- 278

tified alternative final exon) and is distributed over 279

a region of 130 kb [23]. As the human MERTK 280

promoter has never been defined, we cloned 7 281

overlapping DNA fragments (spanning –5187 bp 282

to +548 bp) into the pGL3 enhancer vector and 283

assessed constructs for luciferase reporter expres- 284

sion in HEK293T cells (Fig. 1A). MERTK-3 had 285

the strongest promoter activity of all clones, increas- 286

ing reporter expression by 11.3 fold over the 287

http://genexplain.com/transfac/
http://jaspar.genereg.net/
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Fig. 1. 5’ upstream MERTK sequence contains regions which function as cis-acting promoter elements. Functional activity of generated
MERTK promoter amplicons was assessed via luciferase reporter activity. A. Schematic representation showing the design of pGL3 reporters
relative to the MERTK promoter region and their functional promoter activity. B. Schematic representation of a putative proximal promoter
region relative to the MERTK gene with corresponding CpG islands. Numbers next to each CpG track represent the sum of consecutive CpG
doublets for that island. Data obtained from UCSC Genome Browser (GRCh37/h19) C. Sequence alignment of MERTK transcription start
site (+1) and the consensus sequence for a typical mammalian promoter initiator site with matching bases highlighted. Consensus symbols;
Y = pyrimidine (C or T); N = any base; W = A or T. Luciferase expression was measured 48 hours following transfection in HEK293T cells.
Relative luminescence represents ratio of firefly luciferase activity to the co-transfected renilla luciferase control. Data are expressed as
means ± SEM. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments (except when construct is denoted with a #, which is data representative
of 1 experiment). Difference in activity of the pGL3 constructs was tested against the empty pGL3 enhancer vector using a paired ratio t test,
* P < 0.05.

empty pGL3 vector (42.25 ± 12.61 vs 3.75 ± 0.53,288

p = 0.033) (Fig. 1A). This region, approximately 3 kb289

upstream of the MERTK TSS was nominated as a dis-290

tal promoter element. MERTK-7 increased reporter291

expression 4.7 fold (17.44 ± 2.71 vs 3.75 ± 0.53,292

p = 0.023) over the empty pGL3 vector (Fig. 1A).293

This region spans a 1.2 kb region that overlaps with294

the MERTK TSS and was nominated as a proxi-295

mal promoter region. Conversely, both MERTK-1296

and MERTK-5 significantly reduced reporter gene297

expression, 12.5 fold (0.31 ± 0.09 vs 3.75 ± 0.53, 298

p = 0.021) and 2.3 fold (1.60 ± 0.22 vs 3.75 ± 0.53, 299

p = 0.020) respectively, when compared with the 300

empty pGL3 vector (Fig. 1A). It is not surprising that 301

the proximal element was capable of inducing tran- 302

scription given its genomic location in relation to the 303

TSS. In contrast, the discovery of the 850 bp region 304

3 kb upstream of MERTK was more novel, sugges- 305

tive of a strongly acting putative enhancer of gene 306

transcription. 307
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Proximal promoter region contains basal308

regulatory elements consistent with a TATA-less309

core gene promoter310

To further characterise the defined proximal311

promoter element (MERTK-7, –737/+548), we312

undertook in silico analysis of the region (–737/+548)313

using the UCSC genome browser (build hg19) and314

identified several putative regulatory elements. Anal-315

ysis of core promoter elements revealed enrichment316

of CpG dinucleotides, the lack of a canonical TATA317

box and a 5/7 nucleotide sequence match with a core318

YYANWYY Initiator sequence at the +1 nucleotide319

(Fig. 1B and 1C). These data suggest that constitu-320

tive expression of human MERTK is driven by a core321

TATA-less CpG island promoter, the most highly rep-322

resented class of mammalian promoters, present in323

80% of human protein coding genes [45, 46].324

In silico analysis reveals enrichment of SP1 and325

SP3 binding sites in proximal promoters of326

human/mouse MERTK and human AXL gene.327

MERTK and its family TAM receptor AXL are328

broadly co-expressed in immune cells and both con-329

tribute to homeostatic and inflammatory processes330

in the CNS. Previously published proximal pro-331

moter analyses in both mouse Mertk and human AXL332

genes identified enrichment of binding motifs of the333

SP family of transcription factors [35, 47]. Bind-334

ing of SP1 and SP3 were shown to be essential for335

basal expression of both TAM genes. We therefore336

wanted to determine whether a similar enrichment337

occurred in the human MERTK promoter. Using pair-338

wise sequence alignment with EMBOSS needle we339

assessed sequence/motif conservation in the region340

of upstream DNA unique to the defined proximal341

promoter region that did not overlap the flank-342

ing (non-transcriptionally active) MERTK-6 clone343

(–300/+1). Pairwise alignment between human and344

mouse MERTK sequences revealed 52.1% iden-345

tity for the region, with significant conservation of346

specific SP1/SP3 consensus binding sites, three of347

which were previously shown to bind and drive348

basal gene expression in mouse sertoli cells [35]349

(Fig. 2A). In addition, one other strongly conserved350

consensus site was predicted by JASPAR (Fig. 2A).351

Sequence alignment of MERTK and AXL revealed352

44.6% identity but no strong conservation of spe-353

cific binding motifs (data not shown). However, the354

proximal AXL promoter does contain SP1 and SP3355

consensus validated by Chromatin immunoprecipi-356

tation (ChIP) experiments in several human cell lines 357

(Fig. 2B). 358

Distal promoter region (MERTK-3) contains 359

binding sites for myeloid/cell type specific 360

transcription factors 361

The distal promoter element (MERTK-3, 362

–3232/–2373) exhibited the strongest promoter 363

activity of all tested clones. Given that the proximal 364

promoter region contains elements that usually drive 365

constitutive gene expression, we next wanted to 366

characterise and assess the distal promoter hypothe- 367

sising that upstream regulatory elements could direct 368

cell/tissue specificity of MERTK expression. Analy- 369

sis of ENCODE ChIP data revealed a binding site for 370

the myeloid specific C/EBP� transcription factor (in 371

HepG2 cells) in a region exclusive to the MERTK-3 372

clone (Fig. 3A). Binding sites for the general DNA 373

binding proteins MAX, MAZ, FOXA2, TEAD4 374

and TAL1 (in K562 cells) were also observed in 375

the overlapping region between MERTK-3 and its 376

flanking clone MERTK-4 (Fig. 3A). 377

Further in silico analysis of MERTK-3 with 378

TRANSFAC showed several peaks of predicted bind- 379

ing in MERTK-3 that supported the ENCODE data 380

including C/EBP� (Fig. 3A). MERTK-3 contains 381

putative binding sites for the “master regulators” of 382

myeloid lineage commitment PU.1 and RUNX1, as 383

well as for SRY and PAX6 which are selectively 384

expressed in MERTK enriched tissues including the 385

testis and optic nerve (Fig. 3A). Putative binding 386

sites for several transcription factors associated with 387

inflammatory responses were also identified, includ- 388

ing members of the IRF and STAT families (Fig. 3A). 389

Serial deletions within MERTK-3 reveal that the 390

entire region is required for maximum 391

transcriptional activity 392

To identify a minimal region capable of promoting 393

gene expression, four overlapping 250 bp deletions 394

were generated within MERTK-3 and individually 395

assessed for luciferase expression. All MERTK- 396

3 deletions resulted in the loss of at least half 397

of the observed expression activity observed with 398

the full MERTK-3 construct (Fig. 3B). MERTK- 399

3�S4, which coincided with the highest number of 400

observed ENCODE defined TF binding sites had 401

the lowest expression, with an 83% reduction in 402

activity when compared to the complete MERTK- 403

3 region (10.44 ± 3.24 vs 62.88 ± 10.6, p = 0.0006) 404
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Fig. 2. Comparison between proximal promoters of MERTK and AXL reveals similar enrichment for SP1 and SP3 binding sites. Partial
nucleotide sequences (–300/+1) of 5’ flanking region of human and mouse MERTK and human AXL. A. Pairwise comparison of human and
mouse sequences reveals conserved SP1 and SP3 consensus sequences (highlighted red) predicted by JASPAR and experimentally observed
as binding sites in mouse sertoli cells [35]. Conserved binding sites predicted by JASPAR only are highlighted in blue. B. SP1 and SP3
binding sites in AXL proximal promoter have been experimentally observed in Rko and HeLa cells [47]. Sequence data obtained from UCSC
Genome Browser (GRCh37/hg19 for human and GRCm38/mm10 for mouse).
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Fig. 3. MERTK-3 deletion constructs reveal entire 859 bp region is required for observed expression. Functional activity of MERTK-3
deletion constructs was assessed via luciferase reporter activity. A. Schematic representation of MERTK-3, flanking clones MERTK-
2 and MERTK-4 and the corresponding region deleted by each MERTK-3 deletion construct (MERTK-3� S1–4) with accompanying
ENCODE ChIP experimental data and TRANSFAC analysis of transcription factor binding sites. Data obtained from UCSC Genome Browser
(GRCh37/hg19), ENCODE and TRANSFAC databases. B. Schematic representation showing the design of MERTK-3 deletion constructs
relative to the full MERTK-3 vector and their functional promoter activity. Relative Luminescence represents ratio of firefly luciferase activity
to the co-transfected renilla luciferase control. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments.
Data were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons between MERTK-3 and each individual deletion construct. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

(Fig. 3A and 3B). MERTK-3�S2 and MERTK-405

3�S3 showed similar activity, reducing luciferase406

activity by 70% (18.65 ± 6.00 vs 62.88 ± 10.6,407

p = 0.0021) and 69% (19.46 ± 3.27 vs 62.88 ± 10.6,408

p = 0.0024) respectively (Fig. 3A). This near iden-409

tical reduction suggests that deleted regions in410

both MERTK-3�S2 or MERTK-3�S3 are dis-411

rupting the same regulatory mechanism, the most412

likely candidate being C/EBP�, given their over-413

lap with the observed binding site. Additionally,414

although ENCODE ChIP data revealed no observed415

transcription factor binding in MERTK-3�S1, dele-416

tion of this region exhibited a 55% reduction in417

expression activity (28.22 ± 5.80 vs 62.88 ± 10.6,418

p = 0.016).419

MERTK promoter activity is not enhanced by 420

treatment with dexamethasone 421

As MERTK expression is known to be upregulated 422

by GCs, we hypothesised that the MERTK pro- 423

moter region would contain GRE elements strongly 424

enhanced by GC treatment. To test this, MERTK 425

pGL3 constructs were co-transfected with a GR 426

(NR3C1) human cDNA clone and treated with 427

100 nM dexamethasone. None of the MERTK con- 428

structs upregulated luciferase expression following 429

dexamethasone treatment, compared with a 25 fold 430

induction observed using the GRE-luc control vector 431

(18.97 ± 3.85 vs. 0.75 ± 0.07) (Fig. 4). Interestingly, 432

both the distal and proximal promoter elements 433
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Fig. 4. MERTK promoter activity is not enhanced following
treatment with dexamethasone. Functional activity of MERTK
promoter constructs was assessed via luciferase reporter activity
following treatment with 100 nM dexamethasone. Each construct
was co-transfected with a pCMV6-Xl5 vector encoding the full-
length human cDNA for the glucocorticoid receptor NR3C1. The
commercially available Pathdetect GRE-luc was used as a posi-
tive control for dexamethasone response. Relative Luminescence
represents ratio of firefly luciferase activity to the co-transfected
renilla luciferase control. Data are representative of one inde-
pendent experiment and are expressed as means ± SD. Data
were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons
between treated and untreated constructs. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

were both observed to statistically decrease reporter434

activity following treatment, 1.07 (89.43 ± 4.8 vs.435

83.07 ± 6.70, p = 0.0145) and 1.55 (21.11 ± 0.39436

vs 13.65 ± 0.40, p = 0.0025) fold respectively437

(Fig. 4).438

DISCUSSION439

The MERTK receptor exhibits discrete expression440

profiles in specific cell types, including the myeloid441

cells of the innate immune system, where it con-442

tributes to homeostatic processes in the CNS. We and443

others have previously shown that MERTK expres-444

sion is contextual, subject to environmental influence445

and genetic variation [22, 23, 48]. Given this back-446

ground, it is fundamentally important to interrogate447

the MERTK promoter and identify extrinsic factors448

that regulate its expression. In the present study, we449

have systematically characterised the promoter of450

MERTK, identifying key regions, motifs and regu-451

latory mechanisms that might drive both general and452

cell specific gene expression. Cloning and analysis453

of the 5’ upstream region of MERTK in HEK293T454

cells identified two distinct segments, a proximal455

(–737/+548) and distal (–3232/–2373) region rela-456

tive to the TSS as DNA regions potentially capable457

of driving MERTK transcription. Regulation of mam-458

malian gene transcription is accomplished via the 459

involvement of both TSS-proximal promoter and 460

TSS-distal regulatory elements and our identification 461

of both in the 5’ region of MERTK provided a strong 462

framework for further interrogation [49]. 463

The proximal promoter region defined by 464

MERTK-7 (–737/+548) encapsulates the MERTK 465

TSS and its flanking DNA. In silico analysis of the 466

region indicated that the MERTK TSS is regulated 467

by a CpG rich core promoter with a consensus initia- 468

tor sequence at the +1 nucleotide. Initiator sequences 469

are prevalent in the human genome and regulate tight 470

control of the TSS and recruitment of RNA Poly- 471

merase II [50, 51]. In general, this class of promoters 472

is associated with non-specific transcriptional com- 473

plexes that drive constitutive gene expression and thus 474

must synergise with upstream regulatory elements to 475

drive tissue-specific expression [52]. 476

Previous analysis of the proximal promoter of 477

mouse Mertk revealed that Sp1 and Sp3 were essential 478

for gene expression in sertoli cells [35]. Mem- 479

bers of the SP family encode zinc-finger proteins, 480

defined by conserved C2H2 DNA binding domains 481

that act through GC-box motifs and are closely asso- 482

ciated with constitutive expression of genes with 483

GC-rich promoters [53]. Our comparisons showed 484

high conservation of specific SP1/SP3 binding motifs 485

between mouse and human MERTK suggesting that 486

the mechanics governing basal gene expression are 487

similar between species. Furthermore, SP1/SP3 site 488

conservation was also observed between MERTK 489

and its family receptor AXL, which similarly medi- 490

ates inflammatory and tolerogenic function in innate 491

immune cells [16]. The AXL gene has been previously 492

characterised as containing a CpG rich TATA-less 493

core promoter regulated by the SP family of tran- 494

scription factors [47]. Sequence alignment revealed 495

low base similarity between the proximal promoters 496

of human MERTK and AXL. However, general enrich- 497

ment of SP1/SP3 sites in both suggests that regulatory 498

elements in the core promoter of MERTK and AXL are 499

conserved and may drive basal gene expression. Con- 500

firmation of SP1/SP3 binding to putative sites in vivo 501

is required to accurately define specific mechanisms 502

of MERTK transcriptional regulation. 503

Despite a broad co-regulation in innate immune 504

cells, MERTK and AXL segregate into specific 505

temporal niches of expression and immune func- 506

tion [16, 54]. MERTK is predominately expressed 507

by microglia during steady state and promotes 508

continuous cellular turnover and maintenance of 509

a tolerogenic environment [16]. In contrast, AXL 510
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expression is more strongly expressed by dendritic511

cells where its phagocytic activity is stimulated512

specifically during inflammation [16]. This is sup-513

ported by the observation that the two receptors514

exhibit reciprocal inductions to pro- and anti-515

inflammatory stimuli [16]. In addition, MERTK516

mediated efferocytosis has a defined role during CNS517

development driving neurogenesis, synaptic pruning518

and myelination [55, 56]. There is little evidence to519

suggest AXL contributes significantly to these pro-520

cesses, further supporting MERTK as being uniquely521

expressed within the CNS and having specific func-522

tional roles.523

From an evolutionary perspective, Evans et al.524

have shown that the MERTK gene has significantly525

diverged from both its TAM family members AXL526

and TYRO3, having undergone significant positive527

selection in the exonic regions that code the signal528

peptide and transmembrane domains [54]. This study529

was confined to only the coding domain sequences of530

the TAM genes. As such, defining non-coding regula-531

tory mechanisms that drive divergence in expression532

and function between MERTK and AXL is important533

for understanding combinatorial TAM signaling in534

health and disease. Here we have observed common-535

ality between the proximal promoters of MERTK and536

AXL, suggesting that the specific niches of MERTK537

expression/function are potentially defined by regu-538

latory elements located outside this core region. One539

potential candidate region for driving cell-specific540

expression of MERTK is the distal promoter that we541

identified in this study.542

The distal promoter region defined by MERTK-3543

(–3232/–2373) exhibited the strongest reporter gene544

expression, indicative of it being the predominant545

driver of MERTK transcription. ENCODE ChIP data546

revealed binding sites for the transcription factors547

MAX, MAZ, FOXA2 and TEAD4 in K562 cells.548

MAX and MAZ are constitutively expressed c-MYC549

associated binding proteins, TEAD4 is a broadly550

expressed transcriptional activator and FOXA2 is551

associated with priming regions of open chromatin552

[41, 57–61]. These transcription factors could there-553

fore bind synergistically to enhance overall MERTK554

expression under permissive conditions.555

ENCODE and TRANSFAC data identified sev-556

eral proteins binding to MERTK-3 that may drive557

cell/tissue specific expression of MERTK. These558

analyses collectively revealed a consensus site and559

observed protein binding for the transcription fac-560

tor CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein � (C/EBP�) in561

a region of DNA exclusive to MERTK-3 in HepG2562

cells [41, 62]. C/EBP� plays a critical role in myeloid 563

cell development, differentiation and proliferation, 564

and is linked to the activation of inflammatory and 565

phagocytic pathways [63–66]. With such a promi- 566

nent role in immune function, C/EBP� is a promising 567

candidate for a myeloid specific transcription fac- 568

tor that may be driving high expression of MERTK. 569

Of note, it is also expressed in HEK293 cells [67]. 570

TRANSFAC analysis also predicted the myeloid spe- 571

cific Runt-related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1) in 572

MERTK-3, which could be responsible for enrich- 573

ing myeloid expression of MERTK [68]. Given a 574

strong role for MERTK in immune signaling, IRF 575

and STAT binding sites within MERTK-3 may pro- 576

vide a mechanism for transcriptional modulation in 577

response to inflammatory stimuli [69]. MERTK is also 578

highly expressed in ocular (retinal pigment epithelial 579

cells) and reproductive tissues (sertoli cells) [2, 70]. 580

TRANSFAC analysis predicted binding sites for the 581

testis-determining gene SRY and retinal gene PAX6 582

within MERTK-3 and suggests that the region may 583

drive cell specific expression domains in a range of 584

tissues. 585

It is plausible that binding of any one or a combi- 586

nation of these identified proteins could be driving 587

the transcription observed to be enhanced by this 588

region. Surprisingly, while many of these proteins 589

were identified in silico to be binding to the regions 590

that overlapped MERTK-3 and its flanking clones 591

MERTK-2 and MERTK-4, neither of these regions 592

in isolation were observed to strongly induce reporter 593

expression. This suggests that either protein binding 594

is occurring solely in the region specific to MERTK-3 595

or that expression activity depends on several cis- 596

acting elements working in combination, some of 597

which are not present in either MERTK-2 or MERTK- 598

4. Our interrogation of a minimal response region via 599

smaller deletions within MERTK-3 suggest that the 600

latter is most likely. 601

Deletion of any 250 bp region within MERTK-3 602

resulted in a significant reduction in reporter expres- 603

sion, suggesting that several elements across the 604

entire region are required for complete transcrip- 605

tional activity. No deletion construct completely 606

attenuated reporter expression which may indicate 607

that isolated DNA elements within this region are 608

sufficient to enhance some transcription, with ele- 609

ments working cumulatively to achieve the maximum 610

response seen when assessing MERTK-3 as a whole. 611

This result is most surprising for MERTK3-�S1, 612

in which ENCODE ChIP experiments observed no 613

protein binding. However, TRANSFAC analysis did 614
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predict putative transcription factor binding in this615

sub-region, including RUNX1 and PAX6. MERTK3-616

�S4 showed the lowest expression of all deletion617

constructs, suggesting that the observed transcription618

factors MAX, MAD, TEAD4, FOXA2 and TAL1619

may play a critical role in ‘priming’ the region for620

transcription via chromatin modification and RNA621

Pol II recruitment while enabling cell/tissue specific622

factors such as C/EBP� to access appropriate binding623

sites.624

In addition to regions which enhanced expres-625

sion, we also observed two other regions which626

modestly reduced reporter expression, MERTK-1627

(–5187/–3858) and MERTK-5 (–1887/–974) which628

could therefore contain cis-acting suppressor ele-629

ments. These elements require a native promoter to630

inhibit gene expression. The pGL3 enhancer vec-631

tor contains no endogenous promoter elements and632

is lowly expressed and is therefore more suited to633

identifying DNA elements that can promote gene634

expression. Therefore, a different reporter envi-635

ronment would be more appropriate for formally636

identifying suppressing elements that may inhibit637

MERTK expression. This identification is important638

as suppression elements may assist restriction of639

MERTK expression to appropriate tissues.640

In addition to cell and tissue restriction, MERTK641

transcription is known to alter in response to exter-642

nal stimuli. In particular, cell-based and genome643

wide assays have implicated MERTK as a target of644

GCs with this interaction central to the resolution645

of inflammatory insults [12, 71–73]. We did not,646

however, identify a cis-acting mechanism capable647

of upregulating MERTK expression in response to648

the synthetic glucocorticoid dexamethasone, which649

has been shown to enhance MERTK transcription650

[16, 73]. This suggests that either MERTK is indi-651

rectly upregulated by GCs, or that responsive GRE652

elements are located externally to the assayed 5 kb653

region. The latter is a strong possibility, as GREs654

have been reported to enhance target genes from655

several kilobases upstream and even downstream of656

the TSS [74]. Alternatively, GC binding could occur657

in this 5 kb region but is dependent on interactions658

with other proteins/complexes that are not present659

in the HEK293T cellular system. Both the proximal660

and distal MERTK constructs were observed to mod-661

estly downregulate luciferase expression following662

dexamethasone treatment. However, this most likely663

represents an unexpected interaction with the pGL3664

vector backbone or unidentifiable in vitro effect rather665

than a biologically meaningful result.666

Overall, these data suggest that transcription of 667

MERTK is regulated by the combinatorial action of 668

a proximal-core TSS promoter and a distal promoter 669

regulatory element. The core promoter drives con- 670

stitutive expression and recruitment of RNA Pol II, 671

most likely through binding of general transcrip- 672

tion factors such as SP1 and SP3. In contrast, tissue 673

and environmental specific expression is specified 674

by the strongly enhancing distal promoter element, 675

with identification of putative binding sites for tis- 676

sue specific regulatory elements including myeloid 677

cell specific transcription factors (C/EBP�, PU.1, 678

RUNX1) and inflammatory transcriptional networks. 679

Identification of DNA regions capable of modulat- 680

ing MERTK expression and accompanying analysis 681

has enabled a broad definition of the MERTK pro- 682

moter in the context of in vitro HEK293T-based 683

assays. However, refined in vivo experiments are 684

required to confirm that these interactions occur in 685

biologically relevant cell types/tissues. Precise regu- 686

lation of MERTK expression is essential for its roles 687

in both development and inflammation. In addition to 688

a prominent role in innate immunity, MERTK is also a 689

critical regulator of CNS plasticity, refining synapses, 690

myelin and sculpting neuronal architecture. MERTK- 691

mediated efferocytosis is central to its function in both 692

contexts and so precise temporal and spatial regu- 693

lation of its expression is essential for homeostasis. 694

Consequently, dysregulation of MERTK expression 695

is explicitly linked to outcomes of autoimmunity and 696

neurodegeneration. Elucidating the specific genetic 697

mechanisms that drive expression patterns of MERTK 698

furthers our knowledge towards a holistic under- 699

standing of its transcriptional regulation and is an 700

important step in informing new approaches to ther- 701

apeutic intervention. 702
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